
 

 

First Unitarian Church 

Board Of Trustees Meeting 

September 18, 2017 

 

 

Attending:  Linda Sanders, Phil Krape, Donna Gonzalez, Marty Perez, Rev. Roberta Finkelstein, 

Tracy Spinka-Doms, Jacqueline Kairis, Mike McCabe, Jenny Brown, Leila Hamroun- architect 

 

AGENDA REVIEW AND OPENING WORDS:  Linda Sanders opened the meeting at 7:00 

pm, and Jacqueline provided the opening words, and served as process observer. 

 

CONSENT AGENDA:  A motion was made to approve the consent agenda items, as written.  

This was seconded and approved. 

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING:  Phil Krape – The second half monitoring report was presented to 

the Strategic Planning Committee for review.  With comments, this plan will be added to the 

October consent agenda. 

 

Architect review:  Leila Hamroun.   

She attended Sunday services to observe the flow and usage of the facility, with the following 

observations:  She was impressed by our attendance; the Parish Hall became a “pack” which 

minimized flow around the room.  Acoustics were satisfactory… not overly good or bad.  The 

issue in her mind is a lot of people using a small footprint.    Discussion ensued about ways to 

open the space, but still maintain a good sound barrier where needed.  Glass doors rather than 

accordion doors, which could be translucent and also serve as a sound barrier could separate the 

Parish Hall from the Sanctuary.  They could be movable and/or fixed, as needed.  Opening up the 

wall to the Warner Room, adding more accessible handicap parking, and the addition of lifts 

were all discussed as potential ways to improve the available space. 

 

Over the past several weeks, a site visit was performed.  Drawings have been developed, 

including how to accommodate access issues.  Building codes are being reviewed.  She hopes to 

capture the fluidity of space usage.  Different scenarios are being entertained, including most 

effective scenarios and dream scenarios.  Sketches will hopefully be reviewed with multiple 

solutions over the next month or so.   

 

Although we want to move ahead without delay, Linda pointed out the importance to process the 

information to be presented, rather than “drive the project” to a swift conclusion.  The goal is to 

develop better/best ideas. 

 

Timeline:  September goal is a concept review; October meeting would focus on feasibility.  

Goal is to have a final plan by December.   

 

There was discussion about the security of using “the cloud” for proposal content, financials and 

details.  It was decided that we be cognizant of the type of information put into the cloud, and 

avoid proprietary and confidential information being put there.   

 



 

 

Library Lot Update:  Phil met with Richard Stat, who suggested we consider leasing the library 

lot.  Aldi supermarket was mentioned as a possible user.   

 

Belfint Lyons & Shuman Accounting Opinion:  A request for an accounting opinion on 

whether land rent is subject to income tax was submitted to BL&S.  They replied that it is not 

subject to income tax, but would be treated as income. 

 

ADMINISTRATION: 

1. Thank you cards were distributed and signed. 

2. The Board will sponsor the all church potluck supper on October 13, 2017.  We are 

responsible for setup, drinks, appetizers, and cleanup. 

Set-Up – Linda, Phil, and Jenny 

Appetizers – Donna, Marty, Phil, and Jenny 

Drinks – Linda, Tracy, Mike and Jacqueline 

3. Stewardship Presentation:  a calendar was passed around and board members signed up 

to do a stewardship presentation each month, as follows: 

9/24 – Marty   1/21 – Tracy 

10/22 - Phil   2/18 - Jacqueline 

11/5 Linda   3/25 - Jenny 

12/3  Mike   4/29 – Donna 

4.  Hospitality Table – The Board will provide the goodies/food for the Sunday Hospitality 

Table on the following dates:  10/1/2017;  2/18/18;  4/8/18 

Marty will provide the reminders to the group. 

5.  A Board photo was taken for use on the website. 

 

CLOSING:  Jacqueline provided the process review and the closing words.  The meeting was 

adjourned at 8:40 pm. 

 

 

Minutes Taken and Submitted by:  Jenny Brown, Secretary 

 

 


